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About This Game

'Unlimited escape 2' is an action / strategy game with unpredictable dynamics.

The adventure of our hero continues beyond the legend, with new scenarios and 5d3b920ae0
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Control issues, camera issues, balance issues, trying to figure out what is what (everything in this game is a glowing blob of
blocks) and the fact that using "magnet" mode means attracting hostages and baddies alike (and not using it leaves the baddies
sitting there waiting to be shot) made me not want to play this game. Versions 1, 3 and 4 ( all on Steam ) look fairly much the
same, too. Personally, I think the term "cash grab" is overused, but when a developer sells basically the same game in 4 similar
versions instead of updating the game that's there (or perhaps removing the older versions from the store, giving customers
vouchers for the newer installments), I do believe they have their income more at heart than they do giving us value in exchange
for our money.. Control issues, camera issues, balance issues, trying to figure out what is what (everything in this game is a
glowing blob of blocks) and the fact that using "magnet" mode means attracting hostages and baddies alike (and not using it
leaves the baddies sitting there waiting to be shot) made me not want to play this game. Versions 1, 3 and 4 ( all on Steam ) look
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fairly much the same, too. Personally, I think the term "cash grab" is overused, but when a developer sells basically the same
game in 4 similar versions instead of updating the game that's there (or perhaps removing the older versions from the store,
giving customers vouchers for the newer installments), I do believe they have their income more at heart than they do giving us
value in exchange for our money.. My "First Play on Launch Day!" Video and First Impressions Review:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=si32Vb-0i9I This game is definitely different and unique, not quite like any other game I've
ever played before. The goal is start from a blue safe box area and move about a randomly generated level and find prisoners
being held captive by the evil doers which aim to kill you and the prisoners. Once you find them, you can simply press the E key
to order them to follow you and you lead them back to the starting blue safe zone. Movement is made by rotating your direction
with the mouse, then holding the left mouse button down to move forward in the direction you face. You can fire unlimited
bullets in a straight path in front of you by hitting the space button. To me, the movement controls would be much better if they
had taken a more traditional approach and made WASD be movement, perhaps using A & D to rotate, W to move forward in
the direction you face, and this would allow you to move backwards by simply hitting the S key. To me, I think this would have
worked much better and it made it less awkward because it would free up your left mouse button to fire. Regardless, the game is
pretty fun and has a certain level of addiction to it. The cutest element of the game comes when you get into a close battle with
the baddies and any prisoners following you will run off to a corner and quiver and shake, obviously scared to death. You'll
simply need to go recapture them with the E key if this happens, but it always seemed to get a smile out of me. The game is not
without faults despite its unique gameplay and the fact I love the randomly generated levels to keep the game engaging and
different every time you play. My biggest complaint occurs once you fail a level which happens if your character gets touched
by any baddie. When you fail, you immediately replay the failed level, but it completely generates a new random level, and this
is my biggest gripe with this game. There are many times that I want "another chance" to fix whatever I did wrong on the SAME
exact level I just played, not a new randomly generated one - which can be 10 times easier (or harder) just based simply on the
procedural generation and placement of your prisoners and the danger zones which spawn the baddies. My next complaint
comes with what definetely feels CHEAP from the baddies when they crawl over walls to get to you and they don't have to work
through the maze as you do. I don't know if this is intential game design or a flaw that needs to be worked out. Because this
game is not "early access", I tend to believe this was left in the game intentionally, and it certainly feels cheap when it happens
at certain times. Add in the awkward choice of controls that takes time to get used to, and you have a very unique game that I
just feel could have been done so much better. I hope that the developers can make some adjustments, add in an option to repeat
a failed level rather then procedurally generate a new one, and give us some customization on the movement controls. as well as
prevent the baddies from walking through walls essentially by moving over the top of them. My Scores for this game break
down as follows, and sadly this game doesn't seem to break out of the sub-par games that the publisher 'Strategy First" seems to
have a reputation for: Value of the Game: 20 out of 40 - It's not priced too high at $4.99 and the game offers a unique
experience, but the game breaking faults I mention above with the awkward choice of controls brings this score down over it
could have been. Fun Factor of the game: 12 out of 30 - Again this "could" have been a unique Indie game if only it was made
with a little more pre-planning and if the code made the AI enemies use actual intelligence to work through the mazes rather
then just climing over walls and if you could repeat the exact same levels you just failed. Controls/Bugs: 5 out of 20: Ugh,
giving the controls a 5 out of 20 here is giving the game benefit of the doubt and assuming that they actually tried the more
traditional control layout I mentioned above. Bugs like the mobs climbing over walls lowers this score as well. Graphics/Sound:
7 out of 10 - The graphics and sound work fine for this style of game and while they aren't anything special, they work just fine.
Unfortunately for this developers of this game, graphics and sound are only 10% of my overall scoring criteria.
-------------------------------- FINAL FIRST IMPRESSIONS SCORE: 44% As much as I want to like this game based on "what it
could have been" and its unique gameplay, I just can't recommend it, even at it's low price point of under $5 USD. Sorry devs,
make some adjustments to fix my above complaints, and comment below my review. and I will be more then happy to give this
game a second look and review. I DO believe this game could be really fun with just a few tweaks and changes.. My "First Play
on Launch Day!" Video and First Impressions Review: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=si32Vb-0i9I This game is definitely
different and unique, not quite like any other game I've ever played before. The goal is start from a blue safe box area and move
about a randomly generated level and find prisoners being held captive by the evil doers which aim to kill you and the prisoners.
Once you find them, you can simply press the E key to order them to follow you and you lead them back to the starting blue
safe zone. Movement is made by rotating your direction with the mouse, then holding the left mouse button down to move
forward in the direction you face. You can fire unlimited bullets in a straight path in front of you by hitting the space button. To
me, the movement controls would be much better if they had taken a more traditional approach and made WASD be movement,
perhaps using A & D to rotate, W to move forward in the direction you face, and this would allow you to move backwards by
simply hitting the S key. To me, I think this would have worked much better and it made it less awkward because it would free
up your left mouse button to fire. Regardless, the game is pretty fun and has a certain level of addiction to it. The cutest element
of the game comes when you get into a close battle with the baddies and any prisoners following you will run off to a corner and
quiver and shake, obviously scared to death. You'll simply need to go recapture them with the E key if this happens, but it
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always seemed to get a smile out of me. The game is not without faults despite its unique gameplay and the fact I love the
randomly generated levels to keep the game engaging and different every time you play. My biggest complaint occurs once you
fail a level which happens if your character gets touched by any baddie. When you fail, you immediately replay the failed level,
but it completely generates a new random level, and this is my biggest gripe with this game. There are many times that I want
"another chance" to fix whatever I did wrong on the SAME exact level I just played, not a new randomly generated one - which
can be 10 times easier (or harder) just based simply on the procedural generation and placement of your prisoners and the
danger zones which spawn the baddies. My next complaint comes with what definetely feels CHEAP from the baddies when
they crawl over walls to get to you and they don't have to work through the maze as you do. I don't know if this is intential game
design or a flaw that needs to be worked out. Because this game is not "early access", I tend to believe this was left in the game
intentionally, and it certainly feels cheap when it happens at certain times. Add in the awkward choice of controls that takes
time to get used to, and you have a very unique game that I just feel could have been done so much better. I hope that the
developers can make some adjustments, add in an option to repeat a failed level rather then procedurally generate a new one,
and give us some customization on the movement controls. as well as prevent the baddies from walking through walls essentially
by moving over the top of them. My Scores for this game break down as follows, and sadly this game doesn't seem to break out
of the sub-par games that the publisher 'Strategy First" seems to have a reputation for: Value of the Game: 20 out of 40 - It's not
priced too high at $4.99 and the game offers a unique experience, but the game breaking faults I mention above with the
awkward choice of controls brings this score down over it could have been. Fun Factor of the game: 12 out of 30 - Again this
"could" have been a unique Indie game if only it was made with a little more pre-planning and if the code made the AI enemies
use actual intelligence to work through the mazes rather then just climing over walls and if you could repeat the exact same
levels you just failed. Controls/Bugs: 5 out of 20: Ugh, giving the controls a 5 out of 20 here is giving the game benefit of the
doubt and assuming that they actually tried the more traditional control layout I mentioned above. Bugs like the mobs climbing
over walls lowers this score as well. Graphics/Sound: 7 out of 10 - The graphics and sound work fine for this style of game and
while they aren't anything special, they work just fine. Unfortunately for this developers of this game, graphics and sound are
only 10% of my overall scoring criteria. -------------------------------- FINAL FIRST IMPRESSIONS SCORE: 44% As much as I
want to like this game based on "what it could have been" and its unique gameplay, I just can't recommend it, even at it's low
price point of under $5 USD. Sorry devs, make some adjustments to fix my above complaints, and comment below my review.
and I will be more then happy to give this game a second look and review. I DO believe this game could be really fun with just a
few tweaks and changes.
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